Save money
and protect the environment
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www.q-connect.co.uk

1500 total products

The Q-CONNECT® brand has
been established in the office
products industry for over 19 years
and ranges the best selling quality
office products for office and home
use from envelopes to USBs. With
over 1500 products in the UK and a
turnover of €57m, Q-CONNECT®
offers excellent value money for you,
the consumer.

in the UK

ESTABLISHED

Q-CONNECT® has now added its
very own range of remanufactured
toner cartridges to its product portfolio
with more than 350 products in the
range and covering all the major
brands including HP, Brother, Epson,
Canon, Dell, Kyocera and many more.

19YEARS
in the office products industry

350toner cartridges range
€57 MILLION
BUYING Q-CONNECT
in the
HP, Brother, Epson, Canon, Dell, Kyocera and many more.

TURNOVER

®

CARTRIDGES

means you’re getting the same quality as the original but for less money,
and you can be reassured that you are fulfilling your environmental responsibility.

In recent years the toner cartridge industry has seen a big increase in the amount of counterfeit/new-build/compatible/drill and fill
products. Could you identify the difference between one of these sub-standard and often illegal products and a premium quality product
such as Q-CONNECT®?

!

Some things to watch out for:

?

Q-CONNECT® Cartridges

Original empty cartridges
used only once
All key components are
replaced with new ones to
ensure performance is equal
to an original

Empty cartridge

Empty cartridges can be
reused several times
leading to wear & tear and
printing quality issues

Main cartridge components

Key components can be
reused leading to quality
issues and inconsistency in
printing

Professionally sealed
ALWAYS to provide a leak
free cartridge

Cartridge Seal

Cartridge is disassembled
and all traces of toner
removed

Cleaning

100% testing before leaving
factory to guarantee consistent
print quality and page yield
performance

Counterfeit Cartridges

Post testing

None or badly sealed leading
to serious toner leaking
problems

May be just drill and fill
- no disassembly or
cleaning
100% post testing
not guaranteed

In these challenging economic times,
we are all aware of what we spend. So
why would you pay considerably more
for an original product when the
Q-CONNECT® alternative gives you
such significant savings without ANY
compromise on quality?

SAVES YOU MONEY
The cost of a cartridge divided by the page yield of a cartridge will give you cost
per page i.e. what it costs you for every page you print. To see how much money
you can save, compare Q-CONNECT® cost per page with its corresponding
OEM brand alternative – you will be amazed how much money you can save.

Using a Q-CONNECT® cartridge will NOT invalidate your printer warranty.

Q-CONNECT® toner cartridges guarantee:
CERTIFICATES & COMPLIANCES
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Significant cost savings over original brands - it’s a no-brainer!
get the same quality product performance as the original
but at a fraction of the cost.
Same quality and print performance as original cartridges
Environmentally friendly alternative
Comprehensive 2 year warranty
Defective products will be immediately replaced
Printer replacement and engineer visits are covered
Subject to warranty terms and conditions
Printer warranty is not affected

Make the Environment a safer place
when you buy a Q-CONNECT® toner cartridge

375
MILLION

! Did you know that:
Over 375 million empty toner and ink
cartridges are thrown away as scrap every
year. That means that 660 cartridges are
thrown away every minute equating to
roughly 11 cartridges scrapped every second!

11every SECOND

cartridges scrapped

empty cartridges

every year

660

CARTRIDGES
thrown away every minute

buried in landfills

These discarded cartridges have a combined
weight of 150 million pounds that are buried
in landfills; which is equivalent to the weight
of 100,000 male hippos.
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450-1,000 YEARS
decomposing rate
The plastics used in printer
cartridges have a very slow
decomposition rate ranging
between 450 and 1,000
years depending on the
cartridge type.

150
MILLION
pounds

What
can
you
do
to
help?
Recycle and buy remanufactured Q-CONNECT cartridges
®

Use our FREE cartridge collection programme.
The objective of our FREE collection programme is to achieve zero-waste landfill by recycling used
cartridges. It is fully compliant with all current environmental and waste regulations to ensure you are
fulfilling your environmental responsibility.
Simply call your Q-CONNECT® supplier to find out the details and to get a FREE recycling collection
box. And remember to include all your empty toner cartridges - original and Q-CONNECT®!

To find out more about Q-CONNECT® products visit our new website at www.q-connect.co.uk

